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Abstract: 
 
Join us for a tour of new and enhanced data integration in our Patent Intelligence product suite.  This session will 
illustrate different workflows to leverage GENESEQ data, the Derwent World Patents Index (DWPI) and Darts-ip 
global patent litigation data to support all stages of the IP life cycle. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
 
Presenter:   
 

Laura Bantle, Registered Patent Attorney #70,462, Solution Consultant, Clarivate 
 

Background:    
      
Laura is a Solution Consultant with the DerwentTM business at Clariviate Analytics.  Laura is a registered US patent 
attorney and is a member of the Minnesota Bar, with 10 years of experience in IP due diligence, patent and legal 
research, litigation strategy, and contract drafting. Her primary goal is working with customers to successfully 
develop and implement their patent research, analytics, and portfolio strategy. Laura earned her B.S. from the 
College of Biological Sciences at the University of Minnesota, and graduated magna cum laude from William Mitchell 
College of Law where she served as Editor-in-Chief of the Cybaris® Intellectual Property Law Review.  Prior to joining 
Clarivate Analytics, Laura gained corporate industry experience in pharmaceutical regulatory compliance, patent 
licensing, and M&A due diligence.  
 

Jonathan Beaty, Intellectual Property Intelligence Solutions Consultant, Clarivate 
 

Background:    
      
Jonathan is a Solution Consultant at Clarivate with a particular focus in the Innography business. Prior to joining 
Clarivate, Jonathan was an engineer in the autonomous driving and telematics space at a fortune 500 company, a 
patent analyst at an AM Law 100 firm, and a patent prosecution practitioner in the electrical, mechanical, and 
computer engineering spaces at another AM Law 100 firm. Jonathan’s primary goal, both as a former customer of 
many Clarivate solutions and as a Clarivate consultant, is to solve our customers and prospects technical IP 
challenges across the IP lifecycle. Jonathan earned his B.S. in Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering at 
Oregon State University.  
 

Chris Baldwin, Director, Solutions Team Americas 
 

Background: 
 
Chris has been involved in the patent information field for over 20 years and is currently the Director of the Solutions 
Team for the Americas Region Patent Sales at Clarivate.  Prior to joining Clarivate, Chris was a solution consultant for 
LexisNexis PatentSight helping clients use patent analytics to inform critical business decisions.  He started his career 
in 1996 and honed his patent analysis skills as an information scientist with E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. supporting 
Central Research & Development’s discovery and innovation engine until 2016.  Chris has been a member of PIUG, on 
and off, since 1999 and was a recipient of a 2019 PIUG Service Award for his volunteer work for the 
organization.  Chris lives in Newark, DE with his wife Carrie and two children: Ryan and Kaytelin.  If you are curious to 
know how he spends his time outside of the patent world: you may find him on hiking on the Appalachian Trail with 
the Boy Scouts, camping in the mountains of West Virginia, surfing at the (South) Jersey Shore, or working on a 
project in his workshop. 


